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Abstract

For Riemannian manifolds M and TV, admitting a submersive harmonic morphism <f> with

compact fibres, we introduce the vertical and horizontal components of a real-valued function /

on V C M. By comparing the Laplacians on M and TV, we determine conditions under which

a harmonic function on V = (j)~l(U) C M projects down, via its horizontal component, to a a

harmonic function on U C N.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Harmonic morphisms are the maps between Riemannian manifolds which preserve germs of

harmonic functions i.e. these (locally) pull back harmonic functions to harmonic functions. The

aim of this note is to analyse the converse situation and to investigate the class of harmonic

morphisms that (locally) projects or pushes forward harmonic functions to harmonic functions,

in the sense of Definition 2.4. If such a class exists, another interesting question arises " to what

extent does the pull back of the projected function preserve the original function" .

The formal theory of harmonic morphisms between Riemannian manifolds began with the

work of Fuglede [6] and Ishihara [10].

Definition 1.1. A smooth map <f> : Mm —> Nn between Riemannian manifolds is called a

harmonic morphism if, for every real-valued function / which is harmonic on an open subset U

of N with (j>~l(U} non-empty, / o <^> is a harmonic function on <j>~l(U}.

These maps are related to horizontally (weakly) confbrmal maps which are a natural gener-

alization of Riemannian submersions.

For a smooth map $ : Mm — > TV™, let C^ = {x € M|rankd^>z < n} be its critical set. The

points of the set M \ C^ are called regular points. For each x € M \ C^, the vertical space at

x is defined by T^M — Keid(f>x. The horizontal space T^ M at x is given by the orthogonal

complement of T^M in TXM.

Definition 1.2. A smooth map </> : (Mm,g) — > (7Vn,h) is called horizontally (weakly) conformal

if d(j) — 0 on C<t, and the restriction of <j) to M \ C^ is a conformal submersion, that is, for each

x € M \ C<j,, the differential dcf>x : T% M — > T^^N is conformal and surjective. This means that

there exists a function A : M \ C^ — > R+ such that

By setting A = 0 on C^, we can extend A : M — >• K^" to a continuous function on M such that

A2 is smooth. The extended function A : M — >• Kg" is called the dilation of the map.

Recall that a map <j) : Mm — >• TV" is said to be harmonic if it extremizes the associated energy

integral E((f>) = 5 /n ||</>« pdf^ for every compact domain Jl C M. It is well-known that a map

$ is harmonic if and only if its tension field vanishes.

Harmonic morphisms can be viewed as a subclass of harmonic maps in the light of the fol-

lowing characterization, obtained in [6, 10].

A smooth map is a harmonic morphism if and only if it is harmonic and horizontally (weakly)

conformal.

What is special about this characterization of harmonic morphism is that it equips them with

analytic as well as geometric features. For instance, the following result of Baird-Eells [2, Rie-

mannian case] and Gudmundsson [8, semi-Riemannian case] reflects such properties of harmonic

morphisms.



Theorem 1.3. Let <j) : Mm -> Nn be a horizontally conformal submersion with dilation A. //

(1) n — 2, then <$> is a harmonic map if and only if it has minimal fibres.

(2) n > 3, then two of the following imply the other,

(a) ((> is a harmonic map

(b) (j) has minimal fibres

(c) "HgradA2 = 0 where 'H denotes the projection on the horizontal subbundle of TM.

For the fundamental results and properties of harmonic morphisms, the reader is referred to

[1, 4, 6, 11] and for an updated online bibliography to [9].

2. HARMONIC MORPHISMS PROJECTING HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

Given a submersive harmonic morphism </> : Mm — » Nn with compact fibres, we can define

the horizontal and vertical components of every integrable function / on V C M, using fibre

integration.

Definition 2.1. Let $ : Mm — > Nn be a submersive harmonic morphism between Riemannian

manifolds with compact fibres. Define the horizontal component of an integrable function /,

on M, at a; as the average of / taken over the fibre (f>~1 (<j>(x)) • Precisely, for any U C N and

integrable function / : V = cj)~l(U) C M — > K, the horizontal component of / at x is defined as

where x € V, <f)(x) = y, v^ ^ is the volume element of the fibre <t>~l(y}, vol(<j!>~1(y)) is the

volume of the fibre 4>~l(y] and (L-ity\ fv^ ^ J (<t>(%)) denotes the integral of

The vertical component of / is given by

Definition 2.2. A function / : V C M — > R is called horizontally homothetic if the horizontal

component of grad(/) vanishes i.e. %grad(/) = 0 where H denotes the orthogonal projection

on the horizontal subburidle.

The components Tif and Vf have the following basic properties.

Lemma 2.3. Let <f> : Mm — > Nn be a submersive harmonic morphism with compact minimal

fibres. Consider x € V and a function f : V C M — > M.

(1) /// is horizontally homothetic at x then T-Lf is also horizontally homothetic at x.

(2) IfHf is horizontally homothetic at x and either Xi(f) > 0 or Xi(f) < 0 (for all i) on the

fibre through x then f is horizontally homothetic, where {Xi}f=1 is a local orthonormal

frame for the horizontal distribution.

(3) If f is constant along the fibre through x then Vf = 0.

Proof. The proof can be completed by following the calculations in Proposition 2.5 (below). D
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Definition 2.4. Given a submersive harmonic morphism </> : Mm — » Nn with compact fibres,

and let / : V = (j>~l(U) C M -> K be an integrable function. The horizontal component of /

defines a function / : U C N — >• K as

(y) =
where x G V and y = 4>(x}- The function / is called the projection of / on JV, w'a the map (f>.

The conditions under which the above projection takes harmonic functions to harmonic func-

tions can be obtained by employing an identity relating the Laplacian on the fibre with the

Laplacians on the domain and target manifolds.

Proposition 2.5. Let (f> : (Mm,g) — > (Nn,h) be a non-constant submersive harmonic morphism

with dilation A, having compact, connected and minimal fibres. Then for any U C N and

f :V = <j)-1(

where x € V, (f>(x) = y, f is as defined in Definition 2.4 and AM , AN , A1^ ^ are the Laplacians

on M, N and the fibre <p~l(y), respectively.

Proof. First notice from Theorem 1.3 that A is horizontally homothetic; a fact which will be

used repeatedly in the proof.

Choose a local orthonormal frame {-X"z'}™=1 for TN. If Xi denotes the horizontal lift of X[

for i = 1, . . . ,n then {A^"z}"=1 is a local orthonormal frame for the horizontal distribution. Let

{XQ}™=n+l be a local orthonormal frame for the vertical distribution. Then we can write the

Laplacian AM on M as

a-n+1
m

(2.1) = \*'£{Xi0Xi-V%.Xi}+
i=l a=n+l

Now the Laplacian of the fibre (j)~l(y) is

a—n+l

Therefore, from Equation 2.1 we obtain

n n
2 - *"1(j/) - 2(2.2) = A2 {Xi o Xi - UV^.Xi] + A*" j / - A



where H is the mean curvature vector field of the fibres and T-L, V denote the orthogonal pro-

jections on the horizontal and vertical subbundles of TM, respectively.

Since Xi is horizontal lift of X^ for i = 1, . . . , n, therefore for the function / we have

0-1 (W)

V~-",/ — - l / j l — l / \\ \ I ^*l\J >" I
V0l(0 My)) [./0-l(y) VMS/)

Similarly, we obtain

i, » i(f)*~lM- f X
My)) ^-i(y) V^y)

,Xl))v'»-^- f
J*-l(y)nvo<>

The horizontal homothety of the dilation implies that HVJj.Xi is the horizontal lift of V^-X,',

cf. [3, Lemma 3.1], therefore, we have

(2.5)

Now using Equations 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, along with the condition that the fibres are minimal, in

Equation 2.2 completes the proof. D

From the above Proposition, we see that it suffices to take A constant to have both / and /

harmonic on M and N respectively.

Theorem 2.6. Let $>: Mm —*• Nn be a non-constant harmonic morphism with constant dilation

and compact, connected fibres. Then the projection f : U C N —> IK (via $) of any harmonic

function f : V = <j>~l(U) C M —> M is a harmonic function. Moreover, ~Hf = f o (f>. If [fa]

denotes the class of harmonic functions on V = <f>~^(U) having same horizontal component then

each class [/•#] has a unique representative in the space of harmonic functions on U.

Proof. Since the fibres are compact and dilation is constant, the harmonicity of / follows from

Proposition 2.5 because

/,,
and

Rest of the proof follows from the construction of /. D

As an application, we give a description of harmonic functions on manifolds admitting har-

monic Riemannian submersions with compact fibres.



Corollary 2.7. Let Mm be a Riemannian manifold admitting a harmonic Riemannian submer-

sion <f> : Mm — ¥ Nn with compact fibres. Then

(1) Every horizontally homothetic (in particular constant) harmonic function on V C M is

horizontal i.e. Vf = 0.

(2) Every non-horizontally-homothetic harmonic function f on V C M satisfies one of the

following:

(a) Vf * 0.

(b) Vf = 0 and X{(Uj} / 0 for at least one i € {1, ... , n}.

(c) Vf — 0, XiCHf) = 0 (for all i) and Xi(f) changes sign on the fibre, for at least one

Proof. Equation 2.2 implies that a horizontally homothetic harmonic function on M is harmonic

on the fibre and hence is constant on the fibre. Now using Lemma 2.3 we get the proof. D

Remark 2.8.

(1) Since an R^-valued map / = ( f l , . . . , fN) is harmonic if and only if each of its component

is harmonic, we see that Riemannian submersions with compact fibres project RN -valued

harmonic maps from </)~l(U) to R^-valued harmonic maps from U.

(2) Given a Lie group G and a compact subgroup H of G, the standard projection <f> :

G — > G/H with G-invariant metric provides many examples satisfying the hypothesis of

Theorem 2.6. Further examples can be obtained from Bergery's construction <f> : G/K — >•

G/H with K C H C G and K, H compact; see [5] for the details of the metrics for which

(/> is a harmonic morphism. Another reference for such examples is [7, Ch. 6].
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